
MY INTERNET BRAIN

Devin liked going to the dentist more than doing homework. He felt as if he 
worked hard enough in school and wanted to relax when he got home. This 
year his teacher gave a lot of homework. The house rule was that you couldn’t 
play outside until you finished your homework. Sometimes it got dark early, and 
then he couldn’t go outside at all. Devin realized he had to do something. 

Devin asked for his mother’s computer to help him research something for 
class. He then looked up all of the answers to his science paper, used the cal-
culator for math, and read the chapter summary online of his reading book. He 
was done with his homework in 20 minutes. Devin was excited! He finally fig-
ured out a way to cut down his homework time. His mom (who didn’t know what 
he had done online) checked over his homework and told him he was free to go 
outside. 

Devin continued this “hack” for the next two weeks. He was pretty proud of him-
self for figuring out a way to get out of homework and his homework grade was 
the highest it had ever been. That Friday he had a math and reading test. He 
figured it would be easy because he got every problem correct on his homework 
for the past two weeks. As Devin took the test, he realized he didn’t actually 
know how to do any of the work without the calculator. His heart started beating 
fast and his palms got sweaty. Reading was no better. He hadn’t actually read 
the book and didn’t remember any of the tiny details. 

The next Monday he got his tests back and received a very low score on both. If 
you get a low score, you must get a parent signature. His teacher had also sta-
pled his perfect homework to the test with a big question mark on it. Devin knew 
he was in trouble. His perfect plan had been busted. 
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Guiding Questions: 

• How was Devin using the internet? Was it a good use of 
time or a bad use of time?

• What is the difference between a short term benefit and 
long term benefit?

• What were the positive and negative consequences of 
his actions?

• What is the right amount of internet use for homework? 
How do you decide?

Topic: Digital Literacy
Age: Elementary School 


